


               
            

                 
            

One of the challenges Oregon has faced has been the “so what” mindset from educators 
and seeing the value or usefulness of summative assessment data beyond accountability. 
So one of the initial steps is addressing some of the technical challenges so we can shift 
the mindset to the adaptive change required to improve educational systems. STAY 
CURIOUS! 



             
                

              

OSAS Test Results are satellite data, which “tell an important but incomplete story of 
equity.” They must be part of every district’s and school’s data toolbox, and must be paired 
with other local data to really get fine-tuned pictures of systems of teaching and learning. 
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Educators are quite familiar with the language of the standards. Accountability reporting 
uses overall scores and sub-scores (i.e., claims). Between these two are the “big ideas” 
(i.e., targets) of 
ELA and math that provide actionable information that should be used for system 
evaluation. 
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Here is an example of how to dive more deeply into Grade 8 Math within a district. Looking 
only at overall performance data leaves us asking, “Now what?” How do we support the 
other 74% (in this case) of students in our district who aren’t quite there yet? Furthermore, 
what are the concepts in Grade 8 Math that these students aren’t quite able to demonstrate 
at proficiency? 
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Digging into sub-scores (or claims) can offer a bit more insight, but not enough to focus the 
image of how our system is performing. 



                
                 

              
               

    

At the target level, we begin to better understand the actual concepts that our system is 
supporting well, and those which we need to improve. Here we see an example of one of 
the major targets of Grade 8, Target F: Use functions to model relationships between 
quantities.” The symbols are explained in the key. Please note that target data are NOT 
available at the student level. 
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Use the check marks and plus signs to identify system strengths. Use the Xs and minus 
signs to identify opportunities for growth. An asterisk indicates that not enough data exists 
to make a judgment. (This is more typical in smaller schools where there are too few 
students to give reliable data, as well as in schools and districts with low participation 
rates.) 
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This slide recaps the whole satellite view of Grade 8, from overall scores to claim scores to 
target scores. 



             
              

                
  

This slide simply re-organizes target data into a vertical layout where symbols are 
combined into one cell. Colors are assigned to each combination of symbols to draw 
attention to the areas in which our system is serving students well (blue) and areas of 
potential growth (red). 
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Looking at one year of target data is helpful, but is only a snapshot in time. To really 
understand the narrative, we need to look across multiple years. ODE recommends 
analyzing a minimum of three years of target data. Here, the targets shaded yellow 
represent the major works of the grade. Our analysis should prioritize these areas. The star 
indicates an example of a target where our system is serving students well – we have to 
celebrate our successes! 

We can identify that Targets F and H need to be part of our continuous improvement 
efforts. After discussing these targets with teachers, it turns out that much of the 
Pythagorean Theorem (Target H) is taught after students take the OSAS Math Test. This is 
an easier problem to solve – we’ll move it up in our curriculum map and look at the data 
again next year. Target F will be our instructional focus for this coming year. 
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What do we do with target data? These questions give us a few useful places to start, 
particularly with respect to Target F, which we identified for continuous improvement. 
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dN_wfQlGT_S7EjKUBC1nKAzlgEhd2pgD 
An ELA and Math template are available for district and school use. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dN_wfQlGT_S7EjKUBC1nKAzlgEhd2pgD




               
              

At this time, target trend reports will need to be manually created and updated. Directions 
for how to do this are included in the template spreadsheets found in this folder: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dN_wfQlGT_S7EjKUBC1nKAzlgEhd2pgD 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dN_wfQlGT_S7EjKUBC1nKAzlgEhd2pgD




             
                  

             
            

   

How can state test design and results connect to classroom assessment? First, formative 
assessment is a process, not an event like a quiz or exit ticket. It starts with both teachers 
and students being clear about the learning goals and success criteria. From there, 
evidence of student learning can be gathered purposefully, feedback tailored directly, and 
instruction adjusted as needed. 
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The Content Explorer is an excellent tool to build clarity, especially in how standards align 
with targets, and which targets represent MAJOR works of the grade. 



                    
                   

                 
       

          
                 

        

We used our Grade 8 target trend report to identify that Target F is an area of growth for our 
district. The next step is to get really clear on what this target is and what success looks like 
for this “big idea” of math. We use the Content Explorer to link targets with standards and 
clarity of what evidence we need from students. 

The Achievement Level Descriptors (ALDs) represent end-of-year expectations for students 
in each target. These can be used to generate learning targets, as well as ways to scaffold 
and stretch learning for students who need these supports. 



                    
                   

                 
       

              
          

We used our Grade 8 target trend report to identify that Target F is an area of growth for our 
district. The next step is to get really clear on what this target is and what success looks like 
for this “big idea” of math. We use the Content Explorer to link targets with standards and 
clarity of what evidence we need from students. 

Similar to ALDs, evidence statements can be used to direct the specific evidence teachers 
need from students to respond to their progress toward grade-level proficiency. 



               
            

               
             
          

         

ODE maintains a set of Interim Assessment Blocks in Science, ELA, and Math. These are 
bite-size assessments that are designed to fit into curriculum maps. They provide just-in-
time evidence of student learning that help teachers respond in the moment. They can be 
administered in a variety of forms – standardized (through the test delivery system) or non-
standardized (used during instruction, even a single item at a time). 

Additional information about OSAS Interim Assessments can be found here: 
https://www.oregon.gov/ode/educator-
resources/assessment/Pages/Interim_Assessments.aspx 

https://www.oregon.gov/ode/educator


      Summary slide to put it all together. 
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